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Special Thanks to Krista Cook for the cover of this Cairn

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the Spring 2019 edition of the Cairn! Thank you to
everyone who submitted a piece of media! This marks the first
time in nearly ten years that more than two cairns have been
published over the course of a school year! As I am writing
this, you are likely studying for finals, packing up your room,
and maybe even getting ready for graduation and the next
chapter of life. Regardless, it is also a good time to look back
on the memories you made this year with your fellow outing
clubbers, and prepare for the adventures summer has in store
for you! Happy Reading!
Yours Truly,
Brian
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NEWLY PATCHED MEMBERS

Congrats to Tim Schwed, Ben Urbanski, Mac Ramsey, Hannah
Eisenhofer, Nick Meyer, Jenn Guetzlaff, Ethan Rambacher, and Krista
Cook for getting patch!
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A LETTER TO THE
EDITOR
BY COLE HOPKINS

To the editors of this esteemed outdoors publication:
In my 20 years of climbing in New York, I have never experienced a group of climbers
as foolhardy as the one I met in the Gunks today. I had just started leading the final pitch
of Rusty Trifle (T 5.5) when I heard a party above me setting up a rappel system from a
nearby anchor.
Climbing up to the anchor, my nostrils were overcome with the distinct stench of gym
climber polluting the pristine gunks air. My low expectations were shattered when I saw
a group of 5 college kids, clearly out of their element, setting up a rap system that
definitely had some sort of fatal flaw somewhere. Thankfully, two older climbers (one
even had a beard!) were nearby, having been allowed by the students to repel off their
rope. I greeted them cordially and listened to the kids describe their ascent of Drunkard's
Delight (T 5.8- but way overrated if you ask me) as a single 5 person group with 4 ropes.
Now that's a questionable decision if I've ever seen one! And don't even get me started on
the ropes. I'm telling you, the ropes these guys were packing were thicker than my wife's
thighs. One of them looked like it was at least 10.5mm (the leader of the group assured
me it was 10.2, but he was probably lying), and the thought of someone having to lead
with one of those things greatly concerned me. It saddens me to see people who have
apparently never heard of buying a rope for the exact kind of climbing you are planning
to do on a given day.
Even worse, one of these kids had his rope coiled into some kind of tangled mess that
he was going to attempt to shuttle down the cliff face. "Holy Toledo!" I muttered, "that's a
rope bomb!" I quickly offered to take the rope and recoil it so that one of the adults could
bring it down with them, which all obliged to. Thankfully, the first 3 raps went through
without a hitch, but the remainder proved to be an issue. I could already tell the last two
kids were midwesterners because of their clear panic at being high on the mountainside
outside of their natural habitat. Worse, one of them had only rappelled twice before,
which is basically the same as having never repelled. Knowing that he could not be
trusted to use a prusik autoblocker, I recommended an adult rappel to a ledge below and
give him a fireman's belay. [Continued on next page]
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Despite my 6 years of experience as an AMGA certified guide (which I informed them of),
they both seemed ambivalent towards my suggestion. However, as the more
experienced of the two rappelled down out of view I saw my opportunity manifest. Just
as I intuited, the novice rappeller began to move at nothing short of a glacial pace upon
his cue. I swept into action. "Hey. you like like you're having trouble with your
autoblocker," I said, "take it off and we can have someone give you a fireman's belay."
Bowing to my superior climbing intellect, he complied. I also elected to carry the rope he
was supposed to bring down myself, because if someone can't repel with a third hand he
probably can't wear a rope backpack properly either. After the rest of our group went
down, I myself descended at a rapid (but perfectly safe) speed.
Unfortunately, only two of them thanked me after I got down and I will have to accept
that to many my knowledge goes unappreciated. It's really a shame seeing the current
generation of climbers fail to understand the most essential life saving aspects of trad
climbing, like how to avoid minor discomfort by changing the position of your rappelling
tool slightly, It would pain me greatly if I discovered these kids are part of a school
climbing club that's meant to teach such skills, or even that some of them hold leadership
positions within it. What a terrible club that would be!
Sincerely,
a concerned climber (who is an entirely fictional character not at all based off of a real
person encountered in the Gunks on April 27, 2019)
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ANIMAL TRACK IDENTIFICATION
BY A COMMON FOOL
BY HANNAH EISENHOFER
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RAFTING: AN ILLUSTRATED
INTERPRETATION
BY JULIANNA CHIARAMONTE

Accurate representation of white water rafting with Jesse, Mac, Ethan
C, Tommy, Freshman Ben, David and myself (Jules)
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EATING TREES: A GUIDE TO
LOVE, LOSS, & DESPERATION
BY DAVID HODDINOTT, WITH THANKS TO JULIANNA CHIARAMONTE
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A NEW METHOD OF SNOW TRAVEL:
THE “DEAD MAN’S CRAWL”
BY JOHN OBERMILLER

It’s spring, or at least it’s spring in Troy, and you’ve neglected to bring snowshoes on
what you thought was an easy approach but discovered it was full of waist deep snow.
You’d wade through it, but it’s that crusty stuff that seems like it’s going to hold body
weight, but only lasts a split second before your leg breaks through and you bruise and
scrape your shins on the razor sharp icy surface layer. How will you move up the steep
slopes? Have no fear! The Dead Man’s Crawl is the most efficient technique for this type
of snow. Just a few easy steps:
Lay down on your hands and knees. If you break through the snow in this position,
try slogging rather than the Crawl.
Sliding hands and feet on opposite sides of your body simultaneously to make
progress.
Look pathetic and note that your friends will be recording and photographing you.
With every move forward, make a sound that is halfway between crying and
laughing, with emphasis on the crying.
Make sure at least one passerby sees it.
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24 REASONS TO HAVE
A RED BANDANA
BY ELENA PEREZ, PAUL MAYOL, LACHLAN MOORE, ALEX PERKINS, & KRISTA COOK

Listed in order of importance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

To represent the comradery of the outing club: not a cult
Headband: functionality + style
Pee rag: cause we’ve all been there
Sling/splint: russian soldiers used them as foot wraps
Measure distances
Measure 90 degree angles,
Measure 45 degree angles,
Measure 22.5 degree angles,
Measure 11.25 degree angles
Tourniquet: not as important as important other angles
Measure 5.625 degree angles
Tea bag: try some pine needle tea
Bow drill: for making fires
Carry blueberries: no other berries or snacks will work
Water filter: if you need to filter out big rocks or sand
Napkin:
Currency: almost as good as money or rare spices
Loincloth: to protect the important things
Origami: and other crafts
Pocket square: not as fashionable as headband, but good for job interview
Dew rag: for collecting dew squeegeeing into mouth
Flag: for SOS signals
Torch: and or molotov cocktails
Parachute: for small animals (i.e. frogs)
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